20MM LACQURED OAK

Image Represents 1.78 M2
Species:
Finish:

European Oak
Lacquer
20 x 189 x 1860mm / 4mm wear layer

Specification
Board Dimensions:

189 x 20mm x 1860mm (4mm wear layer)

Grade:

Rustic ‘B/C/D' (Repaired knots & small repaired splits allowed)

Oak origin:

Mixed EU sources

Profile:

T&G

Bevel:

G4 1.2mm ‘long & short edge’

Pack Size:

2.11 M2

Planks per pack:

6 Layers, up to 30% starter boards (600mm +)

Construction:

Oak Wear Layer, Eucalyptus & Poplar multi ply core

Lacquer (UV Cure):

7 Coats

Adhesive:

E1

Bathroom:

Must never install in this area

Conservatory:

Yes

Guarantee:
Under floor heating:

25 Years - 1 Year Surface Treatment
Yes if installed as a floating floor over underlay incorporating DPM and a maximum
contact temperature of 27ºC (back of the board and sub floor) If glued the moisture
content of the slab must be <2.5% and the application is full trowel stick with Elka
Trowel Adhesive

Variations within grades

Sheen:

10% +/-

Open, with longer rays than red oak. Occasional crotches, swirls and burls.
Plain sawn boards have a plumed or flared grain appearance.

Maintenance:

Elka Lacquer maintenance kit

Installation:

Float over underlay with D3 adhesive, Nail, Screw or stick with Elka flex or Rigid
Adhesive

Size:

Colour
Heartwood is light brown; some boards may have a pinkish tint or a slight
greyish cast. Sapwood is white to cream.

Grain: Open, with longer rays than red oak. Occasional crotches, swirls and
burls. Plain sawn boards have a plumed or flared grain appearance. Softer
grain is removed in the brushing process giving a textured surface

Character
Rustic means the full yield of the log is used so variation in colour, grain,
repaird knots, small unfilled worm holes are all to be expected.

PREFINISHED

RUSTIC

A - Grade

B - Grade

C - Grade

D - Grade

-

30%

40%

40%

For full grading breakdown - visit
www.elkaflooring.co.uk

Please Note: Real wood flooring is a natural product, what is subject to natural variations. The products
sold will be a fair representation of the samples as shown.
Any dissatisfaction on grade quality or definition must in all cases be notified to Unilin prior to
installation.
imported and distributed by Unilin Distribution
T: 0844 811 8288
visit our website for full grade specification

www.elkaflooring.co.uk

